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TheRe IS No doUBt IN APRIl’S MINd thAt 
she was destined to be a designer.  From as 
early as she can remember, art and creativity 

were a part of her world.  As a child, she sat at her 
mother’s feet and watched her paint for hours.  
Together they tackled home improvement projects 
large and small. Most memorable may be the giant 
wall of 70’s gold speckled, mirrored tiles in their 
hallway!  The feeling of joy and accomplishment 
from creating these projects that made up her home 
is what drives April to this day.  It led her to the 
College of Architecture & Design at Arizona State 
University where she graduated in1995 with a 
Bachelors of Science in Design.  The curriculum at 
ASU was highly demanding and competitive; mixing 
practical knowledge and history with innovation and 
inspiration. Coming from a background in music 
and creative writing, April relished projects where 
she was challenged to translate music, art and poetry 
into the design of a space.  She credits her design 
education with teaching her to pull inspiration from 
unexpected sources and channel her unique vision 
into one-of-a-kind environments for her clients.  
But the opportunity that really sealed her fate was 
a coveted internship with Tony Sutton at Est Est, 
Inc.   Thrust into a world of high-end residential 
and hospitality projects while working alongside 
a close team of talented designers, it was the ideal 
environment to get her feet wet.  April loved the 
variety, scope and range of styles that being part 
of a large firm offered.  However, it was the client 
interaction and connection that truly spoke to her.  
Longing for a more intimate and personal approach 
to design, April launched Avril Interiors in 1998.  
With a focus on exceptional quality, creative thinking 
and attention to detail, Avril Interiors is dedicated 
to taking care of clients with the highest level of 
personal service.

From humble beginnings as a one-woman show, 
over the past 17 years, Avril Interiors has grown 
into a full service boutique design studio. The small 
design studio takes on projects of all shapes, sizes 

and budgets ~ believing that everyone should have 
access to good design. They were honored in 2014 
to receive two 1st Place ASID Design Excellence 
Awards and two Honorable 
Mentions for recently 
completed projects.

April’s favorite part of the 
design process is getting inside 
her client’s heads.  She likes 
to get to know their quirks 
and needs, fully understanding 
what’s important to them.  
Believing every room she 
designs should capture the spirit 
and style of its inhabitants, no 
two projects are ever the same.  
She likes to think of herself as 
a design chameleon.  Whether 
the clients want contemporary, 
traditional, rustic, old world 
or a unique fusion of different 
aesthetics, April’s strength is 
listening intently and working 
closely with them to help 
realize their vision.
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